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In this issue of ISEA News, we are pleased
to present a representative view of the
diversity and complexity of our research
topics. However, what we aim to highlight
in particular is our broad range of expertise. It obviously makes sense to combine
research and teaching activities involving
batteries, power electronics, and electric
drives under a single roof. The institute’s
rapid development and the growing
demand for overarching studies show that
we are on the right track by encouraging
cooperation among our three subject
areas. Looking ahead to the tasks that lie
in our future confirms this assessment. All
of which gives us good reason to continue
our consistent pursuit of the path we
started down years ago.
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JARA Energy – Joint energy research
JARA Energy is one of the five thematic centers of the Jülich
Aachen Research Alliance and represents more than 2000 scientists in Jülich and Aachen in the field of energy research.
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Power Electronics I Research project
Selective laser melting in power semiconductor device packaging
Together with the Aachen-based Fraunhofer
Institute for Laser Technology (ILT), ISEA
is working as part of a DFG-funded project
to develop innovative methods of building
structures directly on power semiconductor devices using 3D printers. These

Direction of structure

kinds of printers make it possible to design
and construct complex three-dimensional
geometric structures that were previously out
of reach for traditional methods.

Short & compact I
Field test with electric cars and
energy managers
In a field test, ten customers of Aachen’s public
utility company STAWAG will be provided
with an electric car with a charging station,
smart meters, and an energy manager (home
management gateway). The energy manager
will receive information on the current state of
the grid via the electrical grid and can respond
to a critical grid status by taking actions such
as turning off certain pieces of equipment or
postponing the charging of the electric car.
It can also shift some parts of the energy
consumption to periods when electricity prices
are lower. The data collected in the field test
will also be used at our test center to study
how high the additional benefit would be if a
storage battery were used.
***
Electrical networks of the future
The increased inclusion of renewable energy

For example, the selective laser melting
(SLM) process can be used to produce
metallic structures. Thanks to the tremendous geometric design freedom afforded by
this method, 3D printing makes it possible
to build flexible structures in which different
levels of thermally induced expansion
among the components are separated from
each other. Integrated cooling channels for
liquids enable direct cooling of both electrical contacts and the power semiconductor
device itself.
Compared to traditional package versions,
this reduces significantly the number of
material transitions in the thermal path of
the switch. Major challenges consist in suitable process control in combination with a
method of chip metallization that is suitable
for the innovative manufacturing process.
The goal is to establish a firm mechanical
bond between the structure and the chip

sources (wind, solar, battery storage) into
the energy supply is causing a shift in
energy transportation channels. The Flexible Electrical Networks research cluster is
studying what role DC technology can play
in expanding the grids. The research, which
is funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Education and
Research
(BMBF),
is being
pursued
jointly by
a consortium of industrial firms and institutes at RWTH Aachen University. Aspects
of the future grid structure in distribution
networks and current research topics were
presented at a workshop in early October.
For further information, please visit www.
fen.rwth-aachen.de.
***
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without adversely affecting the chip’s functionality. Researchers also need to find a
geometric structure that permits mechanical

Advance testing: diode with 3D structure applied to it

decoupling and a good cooling connection.
The method being studied not only unlocks
completely new possibilities for package
design, but also includes a completely
new method of chip bonding. In summary,
elevated thermal resistance – and with it,
higher reliability – is expected.

Study on energy storage demand in Germany
Jointly with the University of Applied Science
of Regensburg, University of Dortmund the
the IAEW of RWTH Aachen University, a study
on the storage demand in an energy supply
system with increasing share of renewable
energies was presented. The study was
financed and published by AGORA Energiewende. In intensive discussion followed
the publication of the study throughout the
expert scene. However, the core results are
quite clear and not in contradiction to other
studies: For the transport grid no additional
storage systems are needed, until the share
of renewables is beyond 40%, long-term
storage systems are needed for renewable
shares beyond 80%. Nevertheless there
will be strong rise in sales and installation
of storage systems in the distribution grid
caused by their value for house owners
or small and medium sized (Link to short
version of study in English).
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Storage Systems I Introducing…
Lead-acid battery research at ISEA
A nine-people team at ISEA is conducting
extensive research on lead-acid batteries.
Beyond a fundamental understanding of the
chemical and physical processes involved,
their research also focuses on the development of intelligent battery management
systems (BMS) in vehicles and in stationary
applications. Development of models for
predicting dynamic behavior and lifespan
and/or aging analysis is another area of
emphasis.

Equivalent circuit diagram for the 3D model (section image)

The necessary algorithms for a BMS that
serves in particular to determine battery
functionality and predict failures are developed here using specially designed test
matrices involving the relevant batteries
and through analysis using impedancebased models. In developing solutions that
are as fast as possible and also offer suffi-

cient accuracy, the team can rely on 40 years
of accumulated experience at ISEA. There is
also an outstandingly well equipped chemical laboratory available for postmortem
analyses.
A three-dimensional simulation environment in spatial resolution was developed
to analyze aging based on the physical
and chemical base equations in a lead-acid
battery. This model consists of an equivalent
electrical circuit (see figure) that is linked to
a system made up of volume elements. The
circuit is a network of resistors and voltage
sources. Linear resistors represent the
ohmic parts of the battery. Nonlinear resistors depict electrochemical reactions, such
as the primary reaction in the active material
or the formation of hydrogen. The voltage
sources for the primary reaction are integrated directly into the nonlinear resistors
by shifting the voltage.
The equivalent circuit depicts locally flowing
currents, thereby identifying the reaction
rates in the individual volume elements
and the associated changes of state. This
gives rise to local charge and aging states.
The model already takes into account mass
transfers in the electrolyte based on lift,
migration, diffusion and mixture due to
rising gas bubbles.

Ultimately, this method serves to visualize
effects that were previously not fully understood, such as acid stratification and its
multi-layered effect on aging, and especially
sulfation, of a lead-acid battery. The model
results are verified by local in-situ measure-

ments, for example through self-developed
acid sensors. The goal is to identify the inhomogeneities arising in a lead-acid battery
and reconstruct the signs of aging that are
noted during postmortem analysis and trace
them to their root causes. The findings from
physicochemical modeling will go toward
the development of innovative design and
operation strategies.

For more information about lead-acid
batteries, please contact the team at ESS_
Blei_GL@isea.rwth-aachen.de.

Power Electronics I Drive optimization
More power without increased voltage
In a subproject of eMoSys (Development and
Prototypical Implementation of a DemandDriven Modular Drive and Chassis System
for an Electric Vehicle), ISEA is developing a
drive system that provides high power at low
voltages and high power densities.

One of the heaviest, largest, and most expensive components in today’s electric vehicles
is the battery pack. The goal is to develop a
drive system that enables better utilization
of the battery voltage, thereby providing the
same current-per-phase levels and power
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as systems with higher dc-link voltage.
The result: the energy supply can be used
more efficiently, and vehicle power can be
increased without enlarging battery systems,
which is both expensive and takes up space.
H-bridge inverters provide increased dc-link
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Multiphase motors also require lower
voltages for the same power at the same
current-per-phase level compared to their
three-phase counterparts. A low-voltage
high-power drivetrain is being designed in
eMoSys by combining these concepts using
a six-phase open-delta interior permanent
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technology to achieve switching frequencies
as high as 50 kHz. An effective switching
frequency of 100 kHz can be achieved at
the terminal voltages by employing novel
modulation techniques. The size and cost
of the DC-link capacitance are dramatically
reduced as a result. A further highlight of
the inverter is its very high utilization rate
of the semiconductor switches’ blocking
voltage of 150 V. The inverter has been
successfully operated up to a dc-link voltage
of 145 V while providing continuous power
of 62 kVA.
The six-phase interior permanent magnet
synchronous machine (IPMSM) was
designed by the Institute for Electrical
Machines (IEM) in cooperation with ThyssenKrupp Presta. A special rotor cooling
apparatus keeps the magnets from overheating. This novel approach is expected to
significantly increase the machine’s power
density.

Prototype of the 6-phase eMoSys full-bridge converter

magnet synchronous machine (IPMSM) with
H-bridge inverters.
The H-bridge inverters were designed by
ISEA using International Rectifier’s DirectFET

The project is being carried out by a
consortium of industry partners, including
Streetscooter, Wittenstein AG, MAG, IMST,
ThyssenKrupp Presta and CP Autosport
along with academic partners ISEA, IEM, IHF
and IKA of RWTH Aachen University. eMoSys
is funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF).

ISEA I Networks
JARA Energy – Joint energy research
at Forschungszentrum Jülich and RWTH Aachen University
The Jülich Aachen Research Alliance currently
concentrates the research activities of
Forschungszentrum Jülich and RWTH Aachen
University in five thematic centers. This allows
us to use manpower and laboratory equipment on a very high level jointly, resulting in
even better scientific results.
JARA Energy is one of the five thematic centers
and represents more than 2000 scientists

in Jülich and Aachen in the field of energy
research. JARA Energy covers almost the
whole range of relevant topics in the field
of energy: From biomass to classical power
plants, from nuclear waste disposal or nuclear
fusion technology to renewable power generation by means of photovoltaics or wind turbine
technology, from generation of gases and
other pre-products for the chemical industry
from electric power (power to X) to battery
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Awards and distinctions
After being granted the IEEE William E.
Newell Power Electronics Award last year,
Professor Rik. W. De Doncker (right) also
received the Power Electronics Society Distinguished Service Award from the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) a few weeks
ago. Dr. Peter
Staecker (left), past
president of the IEEE, the world’s largest
association of engineers in the electrical
engineering and computer science segments,
gave a speech praising the honoree, in which
he mentioned various factors, including De
Doncker’s many activities on behalf of the
further development of various sections and
conferences of the association in Germany
and worldwide. In his acceptance speech,
Professor De Doncker particularly emphasized the many forms of support he has
received from colleagues and co-workers at
ISEA and at E.ON ERC.
***
At the 2014 IEEE Energy Conversion
Congress and Exposition (ECCE), in Pittsburgh, Christoph van der Broeck , PhD assistant at ISEA, received the Best Oral Presentation Award for his presentation entitled
“Discrete Time Modeling, Implementation
and Design of Current Controllers.”
***
Professor Rik W. De Doncker has been
named an RWTH Fellow. The Aachen-based
university grants this title in recognition of
outstanding professors who have made
particular accomplishments in the field of
research. The eight new RWTH Fellows represent the university’s
faculties. Professor
De Doncker plans
to spend the 50,000
euros in prize
money on research and teaching activities
in the fields of sustainable energy supply
and electric transportation for the German
energy transition.

Source: Thilo Vogel
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technology for stationary systems and electro
mobility, from power electronics to modern
grid technologies – in all areas research activities from basic material research to construction and evaluation of full size demonstrators
is performed.
JARA Energy provides several measures to
stimulate, to strengthen or even to create
long-term institutional structures for the
joint energy research activities. Among these
measures are seed-fund projects, establishing
two new junior professorships, provisions
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for founding JARA institutes or fostering of
existing thematic focus areas. We are aiming

Speakers and contributors at the JARA Forum 2014 on
energy in Berlin with more than 250 participants from
politics, science, organizations, and media.

at an even increasing national and international visibility with our research activities.
ISEA with its core competencies in the fields
of power electronics, energy storage technologies and energy system analysis is involved in
many activities and benefits strongly from the
strong network in many different topics and
application areas.
Since May 2014 JARA Energy is managed by
the directors Prof. Eichel representing the
Research Center Jülich and Prof. Sauer from
ISEA representing RWTH Aachen University.

Power Electronics I New test bench
Characterization of power semiconductor devices
To be able to meet new requirements, a new
double-pulse test bench has been developed
and set up at ISEA for components with blocking
voltages of up to 1,000 volts and maximum
currents of 1,000 amperes.
Exact measurement of the losses and switching
behavior of power semiconductors is critically
important to the development of efficient power
electronics. That is why double-pulse testing
has been performed at ISEA for many years to
measure switching losses. However, the existing
double-pulse test benches are primarily geared
toward slowly switching high-power components and are of limited use when it comes to
testing rapidly switching power semiconductors
with low to moderate switching power.

However, in many fields of application, such as
electric transportation, there is great interest in
testing rapidly switching power semiconductor
devices, especially wide-bandgap components ,
such as SiC and GaN. The newly commissioned
test bench for characterization of power semiconductor devices serves precisely this need.
The modular test bench concept is designed in
such a way that any adjustments to various test
pieces that may become necessary can be realized with little effort and expense – and above
all, quickly. In addition, the test bench has been
fully automated, resulting in a rapid sequence
of measurement series. In addition, even the
test bench has become easier to operate.
User protection from live electrical parts and

possibly exploding test pieces is ensured by
a protective housing and extensive safety
features. To enable accurate collection of data
on very rapid switching processes such as those
occurring in present-day wide-bandgap components, a 12-bit digital storage oscilloscope with
a 1 GHz bandwidth is used in connection with
coaxial shunts to capture information on voltages and currents.
There are also plans to expand the unit to
include automated testing at different temperatures, as well as dynamic gate control. Once
this step is complete, it will also be possible
to use the bench to study temperature dependencies and how control affects switching
behavior.

Storage Systems I Introducing…
The Bus and Commercial Vehicle team
The Bus and Commercial Vehicle team, which
currently has five members, has been working
at the chair headed by Professor Dirk Uwe Sauer
for about four years. It all started out with the
H2Bus NRW project in 2008, in which scien-

tific support was provided with regard to data
logging, analysis and interpretation, analysis
of development potential and further development of energy management and lifespan
tests involving a hydrogen bus. Then, in January
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2012, the German Federal Ministry of Education
and Research (BMBF) technology development
project titled “Rapid Charging for Electric Buses
in Local Public Transit” (SEB) followed, with ISEA
managing a subproject focusing on realizing an
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electric bus (E-ÖPNV) for the municipal utility
company in the city of Münster and additional
seven European cities. Since November 2013,
the EU’s ZeEUS project has been under way,
also in Münster. In this project, an electric bus

line is being operated with five electric buses and a stationary storage
element. ISEA also served as the
project manager for this demonstration.

Highlights of the two electric bus projects in
Münster:

Fast-charging stations with additional storage (see box) are used
if the local grid at the charging
station is not able to supply the high
charging power.

• Rapid charging with up to 500 kW of
charge power, resulting in very short
charge times
• Modular battery system suitable for high
charge power levels
• New development of an automated
coupling technology between the rapid
charging station and electric bus
• Modular power electronics, scalable in
100-kW increments, for rapid charging
stations
• Demonstration of a stationary battery
storage element in connection with a
network-coupled rapid charging station
for electric buses (up to 500 kW charging
power) and local photovoltaic systems

Short & Compact II
ODIN consortium meeting in Aachen
As part of the “Optimized Drivetrain by
INtegration” (ODIN) project, a drivetrain is
being developed fro the next generation
of Renault electric vehicles. The project’s
annual review meeting was held in early
September 2014, this time in Aachen. The
international project consortium (Robert
Bosch GmbH, CIE Automotive, FUCHS
PETROLUB AG, GKN Driveline, RENAULT SAS,
Romax Technology and ISEA) came together
to present the current status report to the
body supporting the project, the European
Commission. The items presented included
the first component prototype for the fully
integrated drivetrain.
***

The Bus and Commercial Vehicle team works together with
well-respected partners in various projects on electric bus systems

Additional projects deal with topics
related to planning the process of shifting
today’s diesel bus fleets toward electric bus
fleets in local public transit operations and
with efficient heating and air conditioning for
passengers in the interior of electric buses. The
team also provides scientific support for the
EBUS Awards, an environmental award for local
public transit operations given out under the
auspices of the Federal Minister of Transport
and Digital Infrastructure, completing its range
of activities. Within the scope of the most important German forum for this sector Professor Dirk
Uwe Sauer is scheduled to give a presentation
titled “Demand for Storage, Storage Loads and

Subsidy program monitoring
Since May 2013 the German government and
the state-owned “Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau (KfW)” support the installation of
batter storage systems in households with PV
systems. Meanwhile several thousand systems
have been supported and installed. The
support program is accompanied by a scientific monitoring program operated by ISEA.
All participants of the program must register
themselves on a newly designed website. A
selection of the participants will be asked
to transfer their monthly energy flow data
through the website and in a small number of
systems a detailed monitoring system will be
installed. These systems will collect energy flow
data and meteorological data with high resolution for detailed analysis. In spring 2015 the
first data evaluation report will be published.
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Storage Availability for Buses in Various Electrification Concepts for the Local Public Transit
Sector” at the next conference, “Elektrobusse –
Markt der Zukunft?” (Electric Buses – Market of
the Future?), to be held in Berlin February 23–24,
2015. The ISEA bus group will also operate a
booth at the accompanying electric bus trade
fair, Elekbu 2015, where the team will present
their electric bus projects SEB and ZeEUS as well
as two innovative simulation tools for planning
and support of the structural shift away from
diesel and toward electric buses in local public
transit.

First results on system designs, system dimensioning and manufacturers will be presented
(http://www.speichermonitoring.de/).
***
ISEA barbecue
The annual barbecue was held in early July
this year, returning to the Grillplatz Verlautenheide barbecue area. There was a break in this
year’s rainy summer weather that day, so the
ISEA team enjoyed
a sunny afternoon and evening.
Everyone did their
part to make the
day a success, with homemade salads, a suckling pig and sports gear they had brought
along. The World Cup was also a major subject
of conversation, with the Belgium-U.S. game in
particular taking center stage.
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Events I IEEE Symposium in Aachen
International Symposium on Power Electronics for Distributed Generation Systems
Germany is moving forward with its energy
transition – and specialists are supplying the
know-how. Previous experience has shown
that the transition toward increasingly renewable, decentralized power generation will not
be possible without the further development
of power electronics. That means there is
good reason for the IEEE Power Electronics
Society (PELS) to deal extensively with this
topic as part of the 6th International Symposium on
Power Electronics for Distributed Generation Systems
(PEDG2015).

to learn about advances in these fields during
presentations, tutorials and technical sessions
and then discuss this progress in detail. The
theory, analysis, design, testing and use of
power electronics components will take center
stage during the event. The overarching topics
of the symposium are:
• Power Electronics in Distribution Systems,
• Power Electronics for Sustainable Sources,

•P
 ower Electronics for Energy Storage
Systems (stationary and mobile).
Scientists, researchers, and practitioners who
are interested in attending the event are invited
to submit abstracts on these topics in English,
the language of the conference. For further
information on the overall conditions, please
visit http://www.pedg2015.org/page/12/important-dates/.

Renowned experts from all
over the world will come
to the event, to be held in
Aachen June 22 to 25, 2015,

Events/Dates
Januar 28, 2015, 6.00 p. m.
		
		
		

ISEA Colloquium: Photovoltaic Energy – Status and Outlook
Dr.-Ing. Jürgen Reinert, Chief of Technical Development,
SMA Solar Technology
E.ON Energy Research Center,
Mathieustrasse 10, 52074 Aachen, Germany

March 9-11, 2015	9th International Renewable Energy Storage Conference
(IRES 2015)
		
Messe Duesseldorf, Germany
		
http://www.eurosolar.de/en/index.php/ires-conference-series

ISEA I Institute for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives, RWTH Aachen University
Chair for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
Chair for Electrochemical
Energy Storage Systems
Prof. Dr. Dirk Uwe Sauer

		
		

Electric & Electronic Systems in Hybrid and Electric Vehicles and
Electrical Energy Management (EEHE)
Bad Boll, Germany
http://www.eehe.de/en/home.html

April 28-29, 2015
		

Advanced Battery Power, Eurogress, Aachen, Germany
http://www.battery-power.eu/en/

Editorial Staff and Contact:
Dr. Ute Müller/Dr. Rolf Sweekhorst
ISEA I Institute for Power Electronics and
Electrical Drives
RWTH Aachen University
Jägerstrasse 17 - 19
52066 Aachen

June 22-25, 2015

PEDG2015 • The 6th International Symposium on Power
Electronics for Distributed Generation Systems,
Quellenhof, Aachen
www.pedg2015.org, see above

Tel. : +49 241 80 99597
Fax: +49 241 80 92203
Mail: newsletter@isea.rwth-aachen.de
Url: www.isea.rwth-aachen.de/en/start

April 22-23, 2015
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Dissertations
Helge J. Brauer:
High Speed Switched
Reluctance Drive with Extreme
Length-Diameter Ratio

On February 2nd, 2013, Helge Brauer successfully
completed his PhD thesis in Aachen entitled “High
Speed Switched Reluctance Drive with Extreme
Length-Diameter Ratio”.
Dr. Helge J. Brauer is
a development engineer
in the system engineering
group at Vossloh Kiepe
GmbH since 2012.
From 2007 until 2012 he
was a research associate
at ISEA.

Wladislaw Waag:
Adaptive algorithms for
monitoring of lithium-ion
batteries in electrical vehicles

uted along the machine shaft. The design
concepts are reviewed in terms of the minimal
possible cross-section using exemplary electromagnetic designs with identical key parameters.
With the reduction of the cross-section the ratio
between machine length and diameter increases.
Therefore, the impact on flexural and torsional
vibration of the machine is analyzed.
The implementation of a switched reluctance
machine with extreme length-diameter ratio
and its analysis on a test bench is presented and
confirms the simulated machine behavior.

To fulfill requirements for small machine cross
sections this thesis investigates design concepts
to reduce the outer diameter of three-phase
switched reluctance machines. In one of these
concepts the machine phases are axially distrib-

The dissertation has been published by ShakerVerlag as Volume 68 of Aachener Beiträge des
ISEA and is available under ISBN 978-3-84402345-9.

Wladislaw Waag published his Ph.D thesis
“Adaptive algorithms for monotoring of lithium-ion batteries in electrical vehicles” after his
successful final examination of July, 17th 2014.

second method is aimed at the prediction
of the availible power. The main advantage
of this method is that it is fully adaptable to
the present battery state. The third method
is aimed at the estimation of the battery EMF
after current interruption. It is based on a novel
OCV relaxation model. The method is fully
adaptable to the present battery state and is
therefore applicable on new and aged batteries
at various conditions (temperature, SoC). All
proposed methods are computationally efficient and have very small memory consumption on the target microcontroller.

The main objective of this work is to develop
the core algorithms for the monitoring system.
Thereby the algorithms have to represent
the best compromise between the accuracy,
reliability under real conditions, capability
to adapt their parameterisation to changing
battery characteristics and applicability on
low-cost target hardware. This goal is achieved
performing the development of the algorithms
in a consequent way beginning from the study
of lithium-ion battery characteristics and analysis of requirements on monitoring algorithms,
and proceeding right down to the verification
of developed methods and their implementation on the target hardware.
Some novel methods are proposed for the
monitoring of lithium-ion batteries in BEV.
The first method is aimed at the estimation of
the battery impedance parameters. Therefor
the battery impedance is represented in form
of nonlinear equivalent circuit model. The
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Dr. Wladislaw Waag is
working at BMW in the
group „Electrics, electronics
and high voltage storage
systems“.
From January 2007 to
February 2013 he joined
ISEA as a scientist and
chief engineer.

The dissertation has been published by ShakerVerlag as Volume 72 of Aachener Beiträge des
ISEA and is available under ISBN 978-3-84402976-5.
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Selection of Recent Publications
D. Andre
A. Nuhic
T. Soczka-Guth
D. U. Sauer

Comparative study of a structured neural network and an extended Kalman filter for state of health determination of
lithium-ion batteries in hybrid electricvehicles
Engineering Applications of Artificial Intelligence, 26 (2014), 951-961
State of health (SOH) determination becomes an increasingly important issue for a safe and reliable operation of lithium-ion
batteries in hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). This work deduces two different parameter estimation methods to identify the
SOH of battery resistance and investigates the feasibility of an application in HEVs. The performance of a structured neural
network model is compared with a model-based parameter estimation method using the well-established extended Kalman
filter (EKF) algorithm.

M. Ecker
N. Nieto
S. Käbitz
J. Schmalstieg
H. Blanke
A. Warnecke
et. al.

Calendar and cycle life study of Li(NiMnCo)O2-based 18650 lithium-ion batteries
Journal of Power Sources, 248 (2014), 839-851
This publication presents an extensive set of accelerated aging tests that has been carried out employing a Li-ion high energy
18650 system (2.05 Ah). Negative electrode consists of carbon, positive electrode consists of Li(NiMnCo)O2. The tests comprise
both calendar life tests at different ambient temperatures and constant cell voltages and cycle life tests operating the cells
within several voltage ranges and levels using standard test profiles. The calendar life test matrix especially investigates the
influence of SOC on aging in detail, whereas the cycle life matrix focuses on a detailed analysis of the influence of cycle depth.
The study shows significant impact of the staging behavior of the carbon electrode on lifetime.

C. Fleischer
W. Waag
Z. Bai
D. U. Sauer

Adaptive On-line State-of-available-Power Prediction of Lithium-ion Batteries
Journal of Power Electronics, 13 (2014), 516-527
A system for state-of-available-power (SoAP) prediction for a lithium-ion battery pack is introduced. The essential part of this
method is based on an adaptive network architecture which utilizes both fuzzy model (FIS) and artificial neural network (ANN)
into the framework of adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS). Due to design property of ANN, the network parameters are adapted on-line to the current battery states. Therefore, a reasonable way to determine the battery state variables is
proposed applying a robust extended Kalman filter (REKF) for recalibration of amp hour counters while ANFIS achieves the SoAP
estimation by means of time forward voltage prognosis (TFVP).

C. Fleischer
W. Waag
H. M. Heyn
D. U. Sauer

On-line adaptive battery impedance parameter and state estimation considering physical principles in reduced order
equivalent circuit battery models, part 2: Parameter and state estimation
Journal of Power Sources, 262 (2014), 457-482
This paper presents a multi-stage online parameter identification technique based on a weighted recursive least quadratic
squares parameter estimator to determine the parameters of a battery model. The model was further extended considering
physical principles such as non-linear current dependency of the charge transfer resistance using a novel mutation based
algorithm as well as the influence of diffusion and its temperature dependency using an on-line identification technique.

A. Hofmann
F. Qi
T. Lange
R. W. De Doncker

The Breathing Mode-Shape 0: Is It the Main Acoustic Issue in the PMSMs of Today‘s Electric Vehicles?
17th International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou, China 2014
This paper investigates the acoustic behavior of four commercial electric vehicles. Sound pressure spectrograms were
measured during test drives in the motor compartment and the passenger cabin. It was found in all cars that the only prominent vibration shape of the permanently excited synchronous machines is the so-called breathing mode-shape zero. Along
with the gearbox, this vibration shape can dominate the overall acoustic performance of the vehicle.

A. Hofmann
M. Hübner
C. Weiß
I. Ralev

Is Acoustically Oriented Control Always Inefficient for an Automotive Switched Reluctance Machine?
17th International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou, China 2014
Direct Instantaneous Force Control (DIFC) eliminates the main noise source in automotive switched reluctance machines. It
has to be applied in a wide speed range for variable speed applications. Therefore, the efficiency of DIFC needs to be competitive compared to standard current control. The paper shows that DIFC greatly saves iron loss which is particularly important
in the driving cycles of electrical vehicles.
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A. Klein-Heßling
B. Burkhart
D. Scharfenstein
R. W. De Doncker

The Effect of Excitation Angles in Single-Pulse Controlled Switched Reluctance Machines on Acoustics and Efficiency
International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou, China 2014
This paper examines the effect of different switching angles on the losses of an SRM in single pulse operation. In addition the
radial force excitation and the resulting acoustic behavior are considered. The analysis shows that there exists a trade-off between
optimum efficiency and minimum acoustic excitation.

T. Lange
M. Bösing
R. W. De Doncker

Measurement-Parameterized Synchronous Machine Model with Spatial-Harmonics
17th International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou, China 2014
This paper presents a measurement parameterized synchronous machine model with its flexible structure to model permanent magnet and synchronous reluctance motors. The model takes into account saturation, cross coupling and spatial harmonics. The measurement setup, measurement procedure and needed mathematics are derived. Finally, the extracted machine
model and torque controller with its control tables and control parameters is evaluated.

G. Merei
C. Berger
D. U. Sauer

Optimization of an off-grid hybrid PV–Wind–Diesel system with different battery technologies using genetic algorithm
Solar Energy, 97 (2013), 460-473
The power supply of remote sites and applications at minimal cost and with low emissions is an important issue when discussing future energy concepts. This paper presents the modelling and optimization of a stand-alone hybrid energy system. The
system consists of photovoltaic (PV) panels and a wind turbine as renewable power sources, a diesel generator for back-up
power and three different battery technologies (Lead-acid, Lithium-ion and Redox-Flow) to store excess energy and to improve
the system reliability.

F. Qi
A. Stippich
M. Güttler
M. Neubert
R.W. De Doncker

Methodical Considerations for Setting Up Space-Resolved Lumped-Parameter Thermal Models for Electrical Machines.
17th International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou 2014
This paper presents a methodology that allows automated generation of high-order space-resolved lumped-parameter
thermal networks (LPTN) for electrical machines within minutes. The thermal resistance network is automatically determined
according to the structure of the machine even for complex geometries. The simulation results match well with the results of
precise but time-consuming finite element simulation.

I. Ralev
T. Lange
R. W. De Doncker

Wide Speed Range Six-Step Mode Operation of IPMSM Drives with Adjustable DC-link Voltage
17th International Conference on Electrical Machines and Systems (ICEMS), Hangzhou, China 2014
This survey presents a control scheme that enables precise torque control of interior permanent magnet synchronous motor
(IPMSM) in the overmodulation region. Furthermore, an additional dc-link voltage control loop for drive trains using a dc-dc
converter was developed. As a result six-step operation can be shifted to the base speed region of the machine and the benefit
of low switching frequency. Lower inverter switching losses can be extended to low and medium speed range.

W. Waag
C. Fleischer
D. U. Sauer

Critical review of the methods for monitoring of lithium-ion batteries in electric and hybrid vehicles
Journal of Power Sources, 258 (2014), 321-339
In this paper, the methods for monitoring of the battery state of charge, capacity, impedance parameters, available power,
state of health, and remaining useful life are reviewed with the focus on elaboration of their strengths and weaknesses for
the use in on-line BMS applications, e.g hybrid and electrical vehicles. To this end, more than 350 sources including scientific
and technical literature are studied and the respective approaches are classified in various groups.

W. Waag
S. Käbitz
D. U. Sauer

Application-specific parameterization of reduced order equivalent circuit battery models for improved accuracy at dynamic load
Measurement, 46 (2014), 4085-4093
Reduced order equivalent circuit battery models are widely used for modelling batteries as a part of complex systems or as a
basis for battery monitoring algorithms. This paper shows how the frequency characteristic of a typical battery load in a given
application can be considered during parameterization to improve the accuracy of the model when it is used in this application
with dynamic load. The method uses impedance-based parameterization technique by adopting additional weighting coefficients
to the complex nonlinear least squares (CNLS) fitting procedure.
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